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... The others looked like they might be "arrested", signifying the decay was halted and he would
feel safe waiting and watching on those teeth... Within in 2 weeks her tooth were shiny instead of
chalky. These were chalky around and yellow close to the top. Sure enough the dental
professional recommended that leading 4 teeth be capped. I sort of freaked out because she'd
need to be sedated. I read this book. Then i make soup from the broth. I have a toddler who went
to see the dental professional and I was pretty sure she was going to need work done on her
front teeth. The outer 2 teeth look nearly perfect. One front side tooth is looking great. The other
is still struggling, but the bottom part of the tooth can be is usually white and shiny. Before I'd
have said the two front teeth were in the same state of decay, however now the still left one is
normally markedly better. The dentist is definitely willing to work with me and X-ray her teeth
every 6 weeks and see if we find improvement and sees no reason why we need immediate work
done provided that we do not see them worsening. Yay! I am now searching for a dental
professional who follows this tradition but I am happy with my progress. No candy or juice -
except orange juice - fortified with vitamin a and d. I still let her possess fruit, she eats mostly
frozen mangos and bananas.The only reason I became popular a star is because I think a few of
the nutrition seemed a bit contradictory like for calcium why not eat more leafy greens like
spinach or swiss chard? Ok Not what I was looking for Too complicated. I had 2 a few months
until her sedation appointment, therefore i thought I would get give it a month and easily saw
some improvement I would approach the dental practitioner. I add all sorts of veggies and
potatoes. She enjoys sipping the broth.We also sauté my vegetables in virgin coconut essential
oil.I brush her teeth 2x a day with coconut essential oil. Those foods are known to cause
inflammation and increase malignancy risk.On the other hand if you are uncertain how to
proceed or how to begin give it a go. And fermented fish oil or high doses of fish essential oil
generally. A friend said it functions but I simply couldn’t get into this book. Also, I am uncertain
raw eggs or blood products certainly are a sound diet choice given the business lead time in
receiving food.!That all I have done and she no more complains about her teeth hurting. Crossing
my fingertips! If I remember I will inform you what the dental practitioner says. I consider her to
the dentist for X-rays in fourteen days.Update *****Took my daughter in for x -rays. They showed
decay really badly simply on the main one tooth I was worried about. who went to see the dental
professional and I was pretty sure she would need work done on . The dentist was very amazed
there is no decay on the back of the teeth. He was very willing to use me on whatever I wanted to
accomplish, but recommended getting teeth fixed because of the danger of the cavities
progressing and dropping the teeth. I've her scheduled to have the teeth fixed by the end of April.I
have already been doing some research and will try eggshells (recommended 1 crushed eggshell
a time. The book says consume high nutrient dense foods rather than much acidic sugar. I
update that is I remember. Even though this publication has some strong suggestions about oral
health and I extremely respect the author and truly believe in their integrity, I don't recommend
one to blindly follow it's information of doubling down on animal foods, especially dairy and
organ meats. Maybe linked to the dietary guidance contained in this reserve... begun to have
significant dental care issues and it looks like even though I do all the dental treatments nothing
.. I will be telling everyone I understand about this book. Previously five years I've begun to have
significant dental issues and it looks like even though I do all of the dental treatments nothing at
all really changes. It is like everything was ideal for several years and today it really is back to I
need scaling and my gums are inflamed despite the fact that I followed all their rules. So I
believed before I spend thousands of dollars more maybe I should try something different. Since
this reserve is based on the work of Dr Weston Price I decided to give it a try.The first thing will



there be is no-one size fits all I believe you should know your body and make choices based on
your needs. Predicated on the book I've implemented a few changes and it has produced a big
difference. True facts Very good information. For example, I added a four-ounce cup of goat
Keifer (each morning) a pickle or pickled beets at lunch time and four ounces of kombucha or red
wine (at dinner) every day. The crimson flag is definitely that the writer, who followed their very
own advice, died of cancer at a young age group. As for the food suggestions, it was a little very
much but I added in more steamed veggies prepared with grass fed butter with hormone free of
charge meat or sustainable seafood cooked with ghee and reduced my sugar intake. In six weeks
the brownish spots in the center of my molars possess disappeared, my teeth aren't sensitive
anymore, my gums do not bleed and my tooth look whiter. The tips about diet that I made
changes in were to incorporate more healthy fat in my diet plan and lessen my glucose
intake.What I did:Took out all refined sugar from her diet.Very little processed food (an
occasional cracker or plate of pasta)1-2 cups of whole raw milk (We purée it with banana and
freeze it and call it ice cream because she doesn't like milk that much)Bone broth chicken potato
soup - We buy a rotisserie chicken from Costco every week. While I love the fish oil you will want
to black seed oil and what about things such as turmeric, mustard essential oil or garlic?? I know
this sounds crazy, but she appears to prefer to cod liver oil. Heals more than my teeth We
realized that what this book says also pertains to my degenerating spine. Having done it, my
back began to heal as well. I was pretty anxious because when I bough this book the discomfort
in my teeth had been to the idea that I thought they'd be doing root canals on me. I observed as
my teeth healed, so did my back. similar to the author promised I actually followed the suggested
guidelines outlined in the publication and my tooth quit hurting,similar to the author promised!
What a racket. The author made me realise just how much sugar (right and in types of fruits,
flour and grain) I consumed and also cleared up why we don't need to eat grain and eat nuts and
seeds just in moderation. Necessary information about overall health that's very simply put in
straightforward instructions (eat this, don't consume this and here's why). I certainly recommend
this publication to anyone who's interested in being healthy overall, not only have healthy teeth.
This book really helped me. I liked this reserve. Finally someone breaking stage with
contemporary dentistry and providing an inside out strategy to dental care. Additionally, my
ankle no more hurts and my hair is shiny. Within seven days of cutting out sweets, taking the
recommended cod liver essential oil and essential oil pulling with coconut essential oil 90% of
my tooth pain proceeded to go away. A month later on I experienced my regular check-up with
the dentist which time had x-rays used. I recognized that if my tooth were falling apart, than that
maybe that also has related to my back and I really believe I was right too. CLEAN Costs OF
HEALTH! X-rays looked great and my mouth was in ideal working order! The first thing I did so
was ditch my toothpaste and mouthwash for products without glycerin, I added essential oil
pulling with clove essential oil or peppermint every other day time and the water pick instead of
flossing every night, finally I added a huge amount of oil to my diet and fermented foods. Easy
Read Hack writer.. Interesting & Easy Read Interesting & But tough to follow methods in today's
world. Simply go Paleo. It really is easy and to know how we can integrate our very own capacity
to heal ourselves. You boil them and dry them and then put them in a banana smoothie). The
writer blocked me from his remineralizing Facebook discussion group because I dared to
question his assertion that fermented cod liver essential oil is better than fresh (he's on the table
of a producer of fermented cod liver oil). That angered me because I was on there trying to
greatly help people and obtaining sociable support for my son's tooth decay. All the information
given here correlates from what I've read before and is very reasonable. edit to include: the writer



died of a rare brain tumor. Appears like we have to revisit the technology behind high dosages of
vitamin A. She just lays down and will take it. EXCELLENT BOOK OF INFORMATION Everyone
needs to read this book to find out how exactly to have strong healthy teeth.. We eat all the
poultry and then I take everything left and boil it in my crock pot for 48 hours. A pal said it
functions but I .. I’m sure in the event that you do nevertheless it will work but takes a deep
dedication and willingness to change. Too complicated. She also swishes it in her mouth
sometimes and calls it yummy? Greatly recommended reading.... An excellent read into healing
through nutrition. The writer is writing from encounter and research. This book is actually poorly
written and the writer was desperate to create a living from it (see his website). Author died of
tumor while young. . Here's to better X-rays next time.During the night she takes 5 ml of
fermented cod liver oil. Then I added in black seed essential oil and the fermented cod liver
essential oil and MSM with chondroitin.
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